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PERENNIAL 

The Fake News Update is brought to you in part by my devil-may-care, 

nothing-can-go-wrong current state of being!  You know I woke up this 

morning on the RIGHT side of the RIGHT bed!  It’s the last day of 

school and I can’t wait for a summer of no responsibilities and 

hanging with my buds at the Max - the hip new teen-centric 

restaurant. And sure,when I put on my cans this morning - that’s shop 

talk for headed phones- I heard nothing but five minutes of 

uninterrupted screaming! But heck, when I looked outside this morning 

it was as if the sun were giving me the ole wink-eye! Wink! And even 

though, we’re introducing some special new segments today, with my 

attitude I’m just thinking: “Wow - nothing can go wrong!”  

 

 

ANAHITA 

Bollywood, Bollycould, BollyWILL: the history of Indian Cinema, 

tonight at 11. 

With all the news you never knew you needed and all the news you 

needed to know, I’m Anahita Ardashir... 
 

PERENNIAL 

...And I’m Perennial Eschner. From the KLMNOP studios in Anytown, 

USA: this is F.N.U. The Fake News Update.  

 

ANAHITA 

And now, today’s headlines.  Strange erotic auras permeating the area 

around the FNU Studios, located in Anytown, USA.  When pressed for 

comment, police officers replied, “Humpday, ammirite?” 

 

PERENNIAL 

...but it’s Monday...  

 

ANAHITA 

In other Anytown USA-related events, despite weeks of clear skies, 

everything is moist.  Everything. 
 

PERENNIAL 

Ew. 

 

ANAHITA 

And now, a new segment: Exploring the studio mineshaft we discovered 

two weeks ago.  Perennial? 

 



PERENNIAL 

Alright, Anahita, now I am getting all lubed up here and uh, I’m just 

gonna get in this hole and poke around a little bit, alright?  Uh, I 

have my support slacks and hoseries on and, uh, away we gooooooo! 

 

 

ANAHITA 

Perennial? Perennial?? Perennial, what are you seeing? Tell us. Any 

flora?  Fauna?  Deveare Smith comma Ana? 

 

PERENNIAL 

It’s wet!  

 

ANAHITA 

What’s wet, Perennial?  Is it a goo or a gak or something more 

viscous like perhaps a slime? 

 

PERENNIAL 

It’s all of it! Oh! Oh my!  Oh, what do we have here? A glimmer in 

the goo has caught mine eye, Anahita! 

 

ANAHITA 

Don’t touch it Perennial!  We have scientists for this! 

Kelly! Kelly!! 

 

PERENNIAL 

I’m gonna touch it Anahita! 

 

ANAHITA 

Perennial wait! 

 

SHAKUR 

Hahahaha! 

 

ANAHITA 

Perennial!!!!!! 

 

PERENNIAL 

Hey Anahita!  Look at this ring I found! 

 

MUSIC. Outro. 
 

ANAHITA 



Join us every morning Monday through Thursday for all the news you 

never knew you needed and all the news you needed to know.  

 

PERENNIAL 

Oh! Uh, from KLMNOP Thank you for listening to the Fake News Update, 

and until next time... 

 

ANAHITA/PERENNIAL 

We’ll be FNU./ I am digging this ring! 

 

 

PERENNIAL 

The Fake News Update is brought to you by the unshakeable urge to 

wear a ring.  Wow.  This uhhhh... This urge is... Palpable. Uh... Oh, 

and Spoke Media!  If you want to see pictures of this ring, PISS 

RIGHT OFF!  Or rate and subscribe to our show on spotify, apple 

podcasts, castbox, or wherever you get your prodded casts.  Call us 

at fakenewsupdate@spokemedia.io  and instagram us on twitter.  Wow, 
this ring.  Really truly, I mean I - I -  DON’T LOOK AT IT, ANAHITA! 

YA OLD ABUELA! Thank you for listening. 

 

ANAHITA 

This... is F.N.U.  
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